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Manual VST 32/64-bit VST3 32/64-bit AAX 64-bit Windows 8.1 or later and 32- or 64-bit DAW. VST 64-bit VST3 64-bit AAX 64-bit AudioUnit 64-bit 10.9 Mavericks or later and 64-bit DAW. AUv3 32/64-bit IAA &amp;quot;32/4-bit iOS 9.3&amp;quot; or newer. Separate purchase in the App Store. PhaseThe is a detailed model of MuTron Bi-Phase, with all the wonderful sound of this
block (along with its enemies and quirks.) It is worth noting that due to aging factors, not two Bi-Phase hardware units sound the same; we found the best and most melosable that we can lay our hands on, bought it for a slightly ridiculous price, and dismantled it to see what makes it ticks. Just like you. The result is a diligent digital copy of the original device, next to the unique
snneering of its NGOs. With the latest version, we have withdrawn from the original and added 12-step butts in addition to the six-step versions found in hardware devices. (We think the 12 phasers have a more modern sound that people expect in the current façade, and that the six-stage versions in the original were somewhat unable to modernly palette.) Features » Perfect
model of the original Bi-Phase, up to the reaction of the waxers. » Unobtanium Bi-Phase expression pedal is modeled as a separate parameter, for control from your favorite modulation source. » 12-speed option for each channel, in addition to the original 6-speed phaser. » XML-based cross-manager with preset copy and paste. (You can even move presets between the iOS
version and the desktop version with Handoff.) » Fully vector resize high-resolution user interface. MikesGig is supported by its audience. When you buy through links on our site, we may earn a peer commission. Read the full information HERE. Rand Anderson of Mu-Tron presents Microtron IV, Boostron II, Octavider+ and Biphase II in NAMM 2020.Microtron IVThe NEW Micro-
Tron IV is the latest rebirth of the classic Mu-Tron III™ envelope filter. Micro-Tron IV provides all classic Jerry tones and Bootsy funk, in a pedal-friendly size and powered by standard 9V DC DC. We also added baseline control and the ability to select footswitch between up and down disks. It's never been easier to walk down Shakedown Street or get to Higher Ground – micro-
Tron IV sounds amazing on guitar, bass, keys, horns, harmonica... you say it! The new Micro-Tron IV is based on the awarding of Micro-Tron III and improves it with our own MU Opto-Mod technology. We also added a standard CV input to accept a pronounced pedal as dvp4 without change! In addition, you can send a contense voltage to other units such as the Phasor III and Bi-
Phase pedals. Where to buy: Octavider +Octavider+ takes the classic Mu-Tron Tron Deeder to a new level with the addition of an independent PHZ circuit that can be used by itself or mixed in combination with octane and Schemes. Watch the video for a demonstration of all the new pedals and a review of Biphase II. Rand Anderson fdemonstrates Microtron IV, Boostron II,
Octavider + at NAMM 2020Where to buy: Mikes Notes: A nice modern remake of the classic Mu-Tron line in a pedal factor, friendly form. And they sound good, with updated features and more sound creation capabilities. I used Octave Divider back on the day and it's good to see that they've improved tracking and features while delivering a pedal that can run on a 9VDC – no more
AC cable or 12V AC adapters needed o Mu-Tron line. They may use some improvements to the case graphs, but all in a nice leap forward from the days of Musitronics. Two thumbs up! Mutron Biphase is a legendary façor pedal designed by Mike Beckel alongside Aaron Newman at Musitronics USA in about 1973-4. . Here are photos and other materials that I had in my folders for
this large phaser box and Musitronic's There is much more information available on the official website Musitronics www.mu-tron.org Schemes Famous and mysterious pedal, I say that because without vintage do not work ! It is two simple switches to connect 2 wires to the ground or leave an open circuit ... Here's the back panel of another retro one. On this Bi-Phase there is an
additional jack , it is an auto-control input that replaces the pedal ... Great to control a phaser from any modular source ... Some promotional materials of musitronic. Squat in photos to enlarge. More information about Musitronics www.mu-tron.org the FOOT SWITCHES are provided two switches in one housing so that each of the two sections can be turned on and off individually.
Each phase tab has an LED panel indicator to display when in operation. NOTE: Phaser circuits will not work unless the foot or additional pedal/foot key is plugged through the back cover connector. CONTROL MODE: Two speed regulators are provided for independent speed control of each cleaning generator. Each control changes smoothly and continuously from 0.1Hz (10
seconds per washing cycle) to 18Hz. CONTROL SWITCH: This switch allows the user to control the speed of the cleaning generator 1 either with the panel knob or with the optional foot pedal. If the switch is in the Ped position and the pedal is not turned on, the cleaning generator operates at a very towing speed. SHAPE CONTROL: A button is provided to choose between
sinusoidal and square waves of each cleaning generator. In the position of the sinusoid, Bi-Phase produces the familiar, smoothly swept gradual action, while the sweaty extinguishment of the square waves skips the gradual transition from one extreme wave to the other. At moderate rates with Feedback, control is the square wave phase resembles a repeating echo. DEPTH
CONTROL: CONTROL: control, together with feedback controls, determine how deep the Normal Phase sounds consists of a series of canceled or decreased frequency curves that move up and down in frequency. The Depth control continuously changes the width of the frequency range that these dips are sweeped from narrow (or shallow) cleansing to 1 to maximum width {or
depth) at 10, At lower speeds the smoothest more pointing is gradually located at about 8; as the speed increases, it will probably be necessary to reduce the depth to some extent in order to maintain a smoothly more sounded gradual phase, although it is a matter of taste and what effect you are looking for. FEEDBACK CONTROL: These controls are unique to the bi-phase. In a
sense, what they control is the intensity of the effect of the phase you hear, At 0 the two-phase produces the normal off-cancelled fields described above; when the Feedback control appears, electronic feedback is added, creating positive peaks in the frequency characteristic between cancellations or lows. This leads to an increase in the definition and focus of the phased action.
This emphasis is especially useful for maintaining the determination of the effect in very slow stages. With full feedback, Bi-Phase will select the individual chord notes and harmonics as it shifts up and down; when using the optional foot pedal in pedal sneering mode, full feedback results in a sound resembling a very unusual aflowood. PHASOR A SWEEP SWITCH: This winding
switch allows the user to choose between Sweep Generator 1 and the additional foot pedal as the sweeping source for Phasor A. In the position Generator 1 The cleaning generator delivers variable voltage that shifts Phasor A back and forth. In 'Ped', the optional foot pedal is the source of the alternating voltage. The pedal changes the voltage (and shifts phases) if the pedal
moves up and down; If the switch is in Ped and the pedal is not moved, or if the pedal is not turned on, Bi-Phase changes the timbres (or tone) of the sound but is not replaced back and forth. PHASOR B Switch: This rotary switch has a function similar to the Phasor A Sweep switch, in addition to offering the cleaning generator 2 in addition to the 1-man power generation and
pedal. If both phases are smet by Sweep Generator 1, their sweeps will be accurately synchronized; this can be used to create dual depth or stereo effects. The same applies to the use of the two butts under heading Ped. If different sources of meth are used, such as Generator 1 for Phasor A and Generator 2 for Phasor B, it is possible to use a very wide range of two-speed
effects. SWEEP SYNCHRONOUS SWITCH: If both butts are smet from the same source (or Sweep Generator 1 or the additional pedal) their smoothing is synchronized. Sweep Sync Switch the user to select an accurate sync or rotate the direction of Phasor B relative to Phasor A, In other words, in the Phasor B will sweep down in frequency as Phasor A-sweeps up. This is the
main means of generating stereos. PHASOR B Input Switch: This switch effectively selects one of the three main operating modes, selecting which of the three signals applies to the input of Phasor B. It and Phasor B Sweep are responsible for the great flexibility of Bi-Phase. In a single input position included in Input A, it is applied to each phaser as if using a Y-cord; this is a
normal setting for stereo effects. In position Outside A, the Phasor A output is applied to the input of Phasor B. This puts the butts one after the other, as if you were patched by ''Phasor Output A' on the back of the Phasor B input and is the normal setting for using Bi-Phase with one tool and one amplifier. In position gives Phasor B its own input for use with a second tool or with a
stereo tool. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS Connect the power cord to a 115V, 60 Hz AC source. Connect the foot switch or optional foot pedal to the special jack on a merged panel. Connect the tools and amplifiers as described below. Turn on the power switch. If the switch does not light up, first check the AC source, then check the back cover guard of the device if necessary.
NOTE: The foot or extra foot/foot pedal must be turned on in order for Bi-Phase to work. NOTE: Only mu-tron, which will rule with biphase mu-phases, will only work with mu-tron. Do not try to connect other types of pedals. Mu-tron Bi-Phase has a microphone stand socket at the bottom of the device for your convenience in installing it, where you can easily control the control. We
suggest using this contact or placing your Bi-Phase on an amplifier or table and locating the foot switches (or foot pedal) in a comfortable position on the floor. The two-phase can be used with other devices to change the sound. In general, other devices, especially distorting devices or other devices that enrich the harmonious content of music, work best when placed BEFORE Bi-
Phase. The exception is the doubling tool effect described below. Mu-tron Bi-Phase is designed to connect to a patch synthesizer, Bi-Phase can use control, voltage from the synthesizer (such as ADSR output) to propel meta, and the output voltage sweep Generator 1 is available as a low-frequency oscillator while external LFO sweeps or both halves of Bi-Phase. This facility
requires a slight modification of the appliance; for details write to customer service, Mu-tron, Inc, 45 Hartwell Ave., Lexington, MA 02113.USE With 1 tool 1 OR 2 AMPLIFIERS The most biphase will be used with one tool and one amplifier at any time. The two main facilities described below allow maximum flexibility in generating effects; in these basic settings there is a for
interesting effects. Start with this: Plug the single unit output into Input A. Plug Phasor Output B into the input of a suitable amplifier. Turn on the Man switch. Turn on Phasor A Gen 1 Cleaning. Turn on Phase B input on Exit A. Set the two Shape switches for the sinusoid. For a dual depth phase, do this: Set the Phasor B Sweep switch to 'Gen 1'. Set the Sweep Sync switch to
Norm. The two butts are switched with foot switches. FIGURE A (with two phases of depth)
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